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not all approaches can be completed successfully. in some cases,
poor weather conditions, increased passenger demands, or
mechanical issues may require an air traffic controller to cancel the
approach. when that happens, the controller must then make an
alternative decision, based on flight time and resource constraints.
ground control the game also features ground control. ground
control is responsible for tasks such as moving ground vehicles,
loading passengers and cargo, and overseeing the flow of
passengers to the aircraft. as such, ground control must be efficient,
and must work closely with the air traffic controllers. in the narita
airport, ground control can be provided by any individual, ground
crew member, or any combination thereof. but i do really like the
attention to detail, it’s just a shame that msfs doesn’t have the
same. not only are there no overlays to guide you in a correct taxi
path, but it takes a bit of trial and error to get the hang of msfs
traffic. luckily, theres detailed instructions for pilots, and plenty of
support online. so if you’re happy to learn on the fly, theres plenty
to see and do. but there’s little onboard help. while theres a small
help button on the bottom right of the screen, it’s not very
prominent, and theres no instructions to tell you what to do in
various scenarios. for example, how do you know if a plane is about
to leave the terminal when you’re taxing in? and once the pilot
reaches the runway, do you just follow him onto the runway as
normal, or do you offer an approach or go-around? theres also no
method to order the pilots to slow down, other than via simhub
traffic to slow the aircraft down. finally, when you run out of runway
and there’s nobody else on the runway, you’re just left guessing as
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to whether or not you can take off. this is perhaps the least intuitive
part of msfs.
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the game features an automated airport system which simulates
real world events and real world factors such as weather, wind, and
visibility. airports that are inactive are not affected by the weather.
in the last few years the game has been updated to include many
new features, such as flight planning and navigation aids, more
airports, improved scenery, a more realistic flight simulator and

many more. so this is a big update, with many new features and ai
mods. although the ai mods have improved considerably over the
last few years, they still have a long way to go before reaching the
quality of some of the native add-ons. for example, there is a huge
difference between the performance of the airport traffic models
(atms) and the ai traffic mods. in fact, one of the best atms for

microsoft flight simulator is an add-on made by softax. there are a
number of things you can do to improve the performance of the ai
mods. for example, you can try to reduce the number of objects or

aircraft that are created. another way is to turn on the simulate
cloud option in the settings menu. if you do this, the ai traffic will

have a more realistic appearance. although the ai mods have a lot
of potential, there are also several new features that are not

included in them, but are native to microsoft flight simulator. for
example, the most important new feature is the navaids system.

navaids are a new type of navigation aid that allows you to look at
the map and see all the information you need to fly the aircraft. this
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means you can plan your flight path, which will help you to avoid all
the obstacles, and even see where the air traffic is! 5ec8ef588b
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